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MCEO Teachings & the CDT-Plates 
 
The MCEO teachings did not originate on Earth; these teachings represent a record 
of advanced spiritual-science knowledge and extensive history that has been 
translated into many forms, in many different periods and locations, within and 
beyond our 15-Dimensional Universe. The record of knowledge and history that the 
MCEO teachings stand for represents a gift of insight, hindsight and foresight, first 
provided over 950 billion years ago, by the Elder Races of our Universe and beyond, 
who have evolved to embody the realities of “Eternal Life Ascension” that are 
revealed in the MCEO teachings. The MCEO teachings were brought to Earth in 
several different periods of pre-ancient history — beginning with their first 
dispensations 25 million years ago, which were subsequently destroyed. 
 
In more recent pre-ancient history, the MCEO teachings were again brought to 
Earth by a collective of interdimensional races referred to as the Guardian Alliance–
Melchizedek Cloister Emerald Order (GA-MCEO), under the supervision of their 
Elder Councils, the Krystal River Councils of Aquareion–Adashi Adepts; the MCEO 
teachings were returned to Earth as a gift to an evolving humanity. Detailed profiles 
of the GA-MCEO collective are found in the Voyagers books (by Ashayana Deane, 
Granite Publishing 1999–2001); profiles of the Adashi Adepts are found within 
various MCEO Freedom Teachings® workshops. The GA-MCEO and Adashi 



Adepts have served for many eons as Guardians of our 15-Dimensional Universe 
and beyond. The more recent pre-ancient historical MCEO teachings of Earth 
emerged from the 12 CDT-Plate Silver Recorder Disc Libraries that were given to 
the ancient Urtite human races of Earth by the MCEO Guardians’ Azurite race, in 
the 246,000 BC Atlantean period, as part of the Emerald Covenant Co-evolution 
Agreement treaty. After receiving the CDT-Plates, the Urtites made the original 
written translations, creating the 590-volume Maharata Texts. Partial Maharata Text/ 
CDT-Plate translations were later made in numerous periods and Earth cultures, the 
last partial translation starting in 10 BC during the “Christ Period” (12 BC – 27 
AD). (History of the CDT-Plates is detailed at the start of Voyagers Volume-1, 2nd 
Edition; detailed history of the Guardians’ involvement with human evolution is 
found in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition.) 
 
 

Historical Method of CDT-Plate Translation 
 
Since the first CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text translations were made in 246,000 BC, 
many events of both climatic change and human warring have occurred on Earth; 
due to the recurrence of such events, in 208,216 BC the Maharata Text books and 
10 of the 12 CDT-Plates were retrieved by the Azurites and secured under MCEO 
guardianship. One of the two missing CDT-Plates was retrieved and returned to 
MCEO protection in the 1600s AD, and the other, final CDT-Plate was retrieved in 
November of 1999 AD. In pre-ancient times, after securing the Maharata Texts and 
10 of the 12 CDT-Plates, the GA-MCEO and Krystal River Adashi Adepts created a 
set of protocols by which the MCEO CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text teachings would be 
returned to Earth through remote-translation during certain periods of significance, 
while the retrieved CDT-Plates/ Maharata Texts remained in security storage until a 
future date when they could be safely returned. 
 
The protocols by which the Guardians have historically orchestrated remote-
translation of the CDT-Plates/ Maharata Texts during various periods of human 
history involves their appointment, in a particular period, of a group of 3 MCEO 
Speakers from among Earth human populations — each group of 3 MCEO Speakers 
works closely together with the GA-MCEO Guardians to bring remote-translations 
of the CDT-Plates/ Maharata Texts into their respective period. Since 208,216 BC, 
numerous partial translations of the CDT-Plates/ Maharata Texts have been 
orchestrated, including the more recent efforts of 22,340 BC, 2040 BC and 10 BC; in 
more recent periods of ancient history, MCEO 3-Speaker groups and partial CDT-
Plate translations have appeared within Hindu, Hebrew, Chinese, Tibetan, African, 
Egyptian, Mayan, Incan, Celtic-Druidic, and some other cultures. 
 



The method by which MCEO Speakers achieve remote-translation of the CDT-
Plates begins early in life, with at least one of the three Speaker-appointees having 
repeated, direct physical contact-encounters with members of the GA-MCEO from 
very early childhood onward. During every period in which the CDT-Plate/ 
Maharata Text translations are rendered, the GA-MCEO is aware of the identities of 
the “potential Speakers” before they enter physical incarnation on Earth, and 
watches over them from the point of physical conception. These MCEO 3-Speaker 
appointments are assigned prior to conception, with each of the 3 Speaker 
appointments having an additional 2 “primary backup” appointments — and 
occasionally a few others to serve as “secondary backup” — in the event that an 
appointed Speaker cannot fulfill the assignment. In every period, a “pool” of 
several individuals incarnate with specific dormant configurations carried in their 
DNA; when activated, these configurations open specific “electromagnetic 
passages” within the neurological circuitry, allowing those who carry them to 
receive protected, electronically-encoded data-streams directly from the GA-MCEO. 
Over time, as the dormant DNA coding activates, the individuals become 
progressively more able to biologically receive and neurologically translate 
information transmitted on the GA-MCEO data-stream, enabling them to develop 
clear, conscious, protected interdimensional communication with the GA-MCEO. 
This process of coded interdimensional electronic data-streaming is called Keylontic 
Communication. 
 
Keylontic Communication is not the same as the process commonly known today as 
“channeling” or “conscious mediumship.” Channeling is a process in which the 
spirit essence of a disembodied individual or collective temporarily (or sometimes 
permanently) enters the physical body, bio-energetic field and consciousness of an 
incarnate human in order to communicate in the human world. The GA-MCEO and 
Adashi Adepts do not engage the process of channeling because it most often causes 
biological damage to the human DNA that can severely interfere with the 
individual’s biological and spiritual evolution; in this regard channeling is 
considered “risky.” In many cases, both “channeling” and “trance-
mediumship” (unconscious channeling) can also lead to temporary or permanent 
“identity displacement” or “possession”; in this regard channeling and trance-
mediumship are considered downright dangerous. Channeling is thus viewed by the 
GA-MCEO and Adashi Adepts as an unsafe and unreliable method of 
interdimensional communication. 
 
As Keylontic Communication electronic data-streaming does not cause human DNA 
damage — and does not intrude on or invade the human biology and bio-energetic 
field — it is the method of choice for Guardian collectives. All humans have an 
organic genetic ability to engage some degree of Keylontic Communication, and also 



have a genetic vulnerability to invasive interdimensional exchange. Interdimensional 
communication is an organic ability and a birthright of all humans, but it is a gift 
that requires educated application if it is to be developed safely. (More detail on the 
process and dynamics of Keylontic Communication, and information on creating 
safety in interdimensional communication, is found in the Voyagers books.) 
 
Though all humans have an innate biological and spiritual predisposition to 
interdimensional exchange and Keylontic Communication electronic data-streaming, 
not all humans carry the responsibilities of MCEO Speaker Contracts. During 
conception, individuals with MCEO Speaker Contracts receive additional dormant 
DNA encoding directly from the GA-MCEO, which requires the direct assistance of 
the GA-MCEO for activation. In early childhood, and extending into adolescence, 
the GA-MCEO initiates repeated physical contact-encounters with the Speaker or 
Speakers who are intended to engage CDT-Plate remote-translation in adulthood. 
Through these contact-encounters, the GA-MCEO engages the progressive process 
of activating the specialized dormant DNA coding, which, when fully activated, will 
allow for Keylontic data-streaming directly from the CDT-Plate discs for remote-
translation, and will provide direct “live” data-streaming with GA-MCEO and 
Adashi Adept representatives. The process of Keylontic Communication electronic 
data-streaming has been the method by which the GA-MCEO has orchestrated 
remote-translation of the CDT-Plates throughout Earth’s history, and it is the 
same method of remote-translation used today. 
 
 

CDT-Plates & Historical World Religions 
 
The CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text translations of 246,000 BC contained the original 
multidimensional spiritual-science “Ascension” teachings from which the 
“Original 12 Ancient Earth Religions” and all subsequent fragment-religions 
eventually de-evolved; thus the CDT-Plates and Maharata Texts represent the 
“Common Source” from which all known Earthly historical and modern religious 
doctrines and early scientific inspiration emerged. The Original 12 Ancient Earth 
Religions did not begin as competitive, contradictory doctrines, but rather 
represented complementary perspectives, which were first taught in Oral Translation 
after the CDT-Plate remote-translation protocols had been established by the MCEO 
Guardians upon their reclamation of 10 of the 12 CDT-Plates in 208,216 BC. The 
Oral Translations emerged from division of the CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text teachings 
into 12 corresponding aspects called “Legions”; each “Legion” represented an 
Oral Translation of one of the 12 CDT-Plate Silver Discs. The collective body of the 
12 CDT-Plate Oral Legions was known as the “12 Legions of the KRYSTHL-A”; 
the word “KRYSTHL-A” was derived from the “7 Sacred Sounds” that 



represent the “1st Audible Core-Creation Sound Tones” in our 15-Dimensional 
Universe. The “7 Sacred Core-Creation Sound Tones” are “Ka, Ra, Ya, Sa, Ta, 
Ha, La”; the pre-ancient word “Krys-thl’-a” was used in reference to the 
collective body of the “12 CDT-Plate Oral Legions.” 
 
In the MCEO CDT-Plate records, the original Earth human races are known as the 
“Angelic Human” lineage.  Each of the 12 CDT-Plate Oral Legions was entrusted 
to one of the 12 original Earth Angelic Human race lines, which were collectively 
referred to as the “12 Tribes Humans.” (Detailed information on the Angelic 
Human 12 Tribes lineage is found in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition.) Each 
“Tribe” protected, and perpetuated in Oral Tradition, the knowledge and historical 
record contained within its respective “CDT-Plate Oral Legion.” Each single 
CDT-Plate Oral Legion was remote-translated by an MCEO 3-Speaker group that 
was a member of the “Tribe” to which the CDT-Plate corresponded; only one 3-
Speaker group was active on Earth at any given time. 
 
The CDT-Plate Oral Legion remote-translations were returned to Earth over time, in 
sequential order, starting with the teachings contained in CDT-Plate-1. Each Oral 
Legion was brought into Angelic Human culture in different periods to sequentially 
assist in the progressive evolution of the human collective. Historical translations of 
the teachings contained in the “2 missing discs” were rendered from the Maharata 
Texts through GA-MCEO Keylontic Communications. In various historical periods 
the “12 Tribes Humans” themselves became known as the “12 Legions of the 
Krysthl-a”; in later historical mistranslations of the 12 Legions’ CDT-Plate Oral 
Translations, the word “Krysthl-a” became fragmented and polarized into the 
words “Kryst” (later to become the word Christ), and HL-a (later to become the 
word Allah). This was the “First Division of the 12 Tribes,” and from it both the 
populations and Oral Tradition further fragmented and de-evolved. 
 
During several periods in history following the inception of the 12 Legions of the 
KRYSTHL-A CDT-Plate Oral Translations, portions of the original 12 Oral Legions 
were reorganized and restructured, or “re-legion-ed,” to create partial written 
translations of the CDT-Plate teachings, which appeared in various early languages 
and dialects. The first written translations that emerged from the 12 Oral Legions 
became known as the “Original 12 Angelic Human Earth Re-Legions”; this word 
was later translated into “Religions” in the languages and dialects respective to the 
cultures of certain periods. The teachings of the CDT-Plate written partial-
translations — which evolved from the 12 Legions’ Oral Translations to become 
the “Original 12 Ancient Earth Re-Legions” — were initially unique unto each 
other, but complementary and concurring due to recognition of their CDT-Plate 
Common Source. It is from these pre-ancient teachings that the doctrines of all 



subsequent historical fragment-religions emerged. Over time and through the 
intentional historical manipulations orchestrated by Illuminati races (who possess 
hybrid “Angelic Human plus various ‘Intruder ET’” genetic lines), the original 
complementary perspectives and teachings of the “Original 12 Ancient Angelic 
Human Earth Religions” were progressively distorted into competitive, contradictory 
doctrines and “mass-control-dogmas.” (More information on the historical and 
contemporary relationships between ancient earthly Angelic Human and Illuminati-
Human cultures, and the emergence of the “early man” hybrid-species 
popularized by Darwinism, is found in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition.) 
 
 

CDT-Plates & Contemporary World Religions 
 
The contradictory doctrines of the historical “control-dogma distortions,” through 
which “human populations were pitted against each other,” emerged through 
progressive intentional distortion, mistranslation and concealment of the original 
CDT-Plate translations. All traditional fragment-religious texts — and “New Age” 
channeled doctrines — are at this point distorted beyond recognition, containing 
falsifications and omissions historically intended by Illuminati groups to sustain the 
mass-control-dogmas by which they covertly govern and direct contemporary human 
global society. But within the present distortion of doctrine, each primary religion of 
today still contains a “seed of spiritual truth” derived from the Original 12 Ancient 
Earth Religions, their earlier 12 CDT-Plate Oral Legions of the KRYSTHL-A, and 
the original Common Source CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text MCEO teachings from 
which they all originally emerged.  
 
Within the MCEO teachings of present-day CDT-Plate translations, the words 
“Kryst,” “Krist” and their derivatives are often used. In the current context 
these words are the shorthand reference to teachings, ideas and motivations 
corresponding to the pre-ancient word “KRYSTHL-A,” the “7 Sacred Sounds” 
(“1st Audible Core-Creation Sound Tones” in our 15-Dimensional Universe) from 
which this word is derived, and the collective body of “Common Source” 
multidimensional spiritual-science “Ascension” teachings contained within the 
original, pre-ancient CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text translations. In the earliest of the 
present-day CDT-Plate translations, the word “Christ” was used to denote the 
correspondence between the pre-ancient “Kryst” teachings and some of the 
teachings contained within the modern “Christian religions.” As the present-day 
translations progressed, this spelling “evolved” back into the original “Krist/ 
Kryst” shorthand spelling of pre-ancient times — the source of the later word 
“Christ.” The CDT-Plate teachings contain correspondences to some of the 
teachings in most primary world religions of today, and so their affiliation extends far 



beyond the boundaries of Christian doctrine alone. (CDT-Plate historical records 
pertaining to the “Christ drama,” and more information on the “Common Source 
of world religions,” are found in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition.) 
 
The MCEO Freedom Teachings® respect the “seeds of genuine Sacred Truth” 
that still remain within most of the contemporary world fragment-religions, and hold 
the “Sacred Books and Doctrines” of these religions, and the populations who 
“follow” them, in equal value. “Some of the teachings” in almost every 
contemporary religion represent the “Common Seed of Truth” from which all 
religions emerged; and “some of the teachings” in almost every contemporary 
religion represent the “Common Bed of Falsehoods” with which the truths have 
been assaulted. The falsehoods contained within contemporary religious doctrines 
emerged through intentional promotion of false teachings and manipulation of 
historical record, which various competing global Illuminati factions have 
progressively orchestrated throughout generally-known human history, in order to 
evolve their mass-control-dogmas. While all of today’s traditional religious 
doctrines share a “Common Seed of Truth,” they also share this “Common Bed 
of Falsehoods” imposed on them by forces that seek the ultimate demise of the 
once–Angelic Human species. 
 
Of the falsehoods perpetrated on our spiritual truths, the “greatest falsehood of 
all” is the intentional, complete omission from the “books of spirituality” of the 
pre-ancient, advanced scientific teachings of multidimensional physics that are 
contained within the MCEO CDT-Plates and their original written Maharata Text 
translations. This intentionally contrived, progressively orchestrated omission of 
historical fact, which has been executed over a period of recent history dating back 
only to 11,000–10,000 BC, has culminated in the creation of a “species-wide mass 
illusion,” in which an inorganic division, and seeming competition, between 
spiritual and scientific realities is perceived. And through this illusion, a “spiritless 
science” justifies its endeavors without conscience or concern for “spiritual law or 
consequence” — and a “science-less spirituality” remains castrated from the true 
knowledge through which its lofty aspirations of an “eternal afterlife and 
Ascension” can be fulfilled. Original CDT-Plate records of ancient and pre-ancient 
history include record of spiritually and technologically advanced human, and other-
than-human, cultures. Both the CDT-Plate historical record, and the CDT-Plate 
teachings of the spiritual-science technologies of “Ascension,” have historically 
been stripped from contemporary fragment-religion doctrines, and denied within 
scientific paradigms. This omission and denial of ancient “core truths and 
foundation facts” was contrived to prevent the human masses from acquiring the 
knowledge and personal power by which they could reclaim directional control over 
their personal and collective evolutionary destiny. 



 
 

Science, Spiritual ity, Evolution and the Templar 
 
The original MCEO CDT-Plate teachings clearly explained the inherent unity of 
“science and spirituality” and the intimate interrelationship between 
consciousness, spirit and atomic structure; they detailed the specific structures and 
processes inherent to the science of multidimensional physics by which the spiritual 
achievement of “Ascension” occurs. The CDT-Plates teach that “Ascension” 
happens via the organic process of atomic Transfiguration, through which a being is 
enabled to biologically engage natural multidimensional spiritual evolution back into 
wholeness, freedom and eternal-life expression. Through the process of atomic 
Transfiguration — which involves very specific structures and processes inherent to 
the laws of multidimensional physics as they apply to human bio-spiritual anatomy 
— a human being can experience “Ascension Passage” into ever-greater states of 
multidimensional bio-spiritual evolution. “Ascension Passage” is the organic bio-
spiritual process of dimensional Translocation (visitation) and Transmigration 
(relocation) through the multidimensional structures of space-time, which culminates 
in re-evolution back into the original Eternal State of Pure Consciousness from 
which all initially emerged. This “model” of reality is called “Evolutionary 
Determinism,” or the “Stair-Step Creation” model. (More information on the 
Evolutionary Determinism model is found in Introductory-Topic Summary-3, 
information on the related “Paths of Rise and Fall” is found in Introductory-
Topic Summary-2, and the teachings of “Stair-Step Creation & the Science of 
Ascension” are extensively detailed in the progressive dispensations given through 
MCEO Freedom Teachings® workshops over the past ten years.) 
 
The CDT-Plates teach that the process of “Ascension” takes place through the 
organic structures of the “Interdimensional Universal Star-Gate System,” which is 
referred to as the “Universal Templar.” In the CDT-Plate history records, 
humanity was recognized as the “Angelic Human” race — a race of 
“interdimensional extraterrestrial” origin that was seeded on Earth by the GA-
MCEO Elder Races to serve as Guardians of Earth’s Planetary Templar “Halls of 
Amenti Star-Gate System.” The original Angelic Human genome carried the 
inherent biological characteristics required to bio-electronically engage directly with 
Earth’s Planetary Templar and Halls of Amenti Star-Gate System. This genetic 
configuration, referred to as the “12-Strand Diamond Sun Crystal Gene” DNA, 
also enabled ancient Angelic Humanity to experience the organic process of 
“eternal-life evolution” through Transfigurative Ascension. Historical Illuminati 
manipulation of CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text translations included intentional 
omission of the teachings of the “Sacred Science” by which the “spiritual 



accomplishment” of Ascension occurs, because in revelation of the teachings of 
“Ascension,” the realities of Earth’s Templar Star-Gates and the “secrets of the 
Angelic Human genome” would also be revealed. If awareness of Earth’s Templar 
— and of Angelic Humanity’s original, historical, biological commission as 
Templar Guardians — remained as common knowledge, the Illuminati races would 
be unable to fulfill their long-term agenda of Planetary “Templar Dominion.” 
 
 

Humanity’s Dark Age — Lost Civilization,  
Forbidden History, the Templar and DNA 

 
The Illuminati-Human races of old carried varying hybrid genetic codes containing 
only portions of the “Diamond Sun Star-Gate DNA Codes” organic to Angelic 
Human DNA. Earth Illuminati-Human hybrid race lines extend back to around 
670,000 BC; the contemporary Illuminati lineage only reaches back to around 
250,000 years ago, emerging through a primate-ET-human hybrid evolutionary 
strain known as the “Leviathan.” Contemporary Angelic Human lines extend back 
to almost 800,000 years ago, when the Third Seeding of the Angelic Human 12 
Tribes was rendered; Earth’s First Seeding of the Angelic Human lines occurred 25 
million years ago, and about 250 million years ago the Angelic Human First Seeding 
occurred on Parallel Earth. The original Angelic Human lineage did not share 
“primate DNA” — this connection emerged through historical periods of forced 
genetic blending that were orchestrated by the Illuminati-Elders, following earlier 
attempts of consensual DNA Bio-regenesis of ET-visitor gene lines. If the 
Illuminati-Elder races were to achieve their goals of Earth Templar Dominion, the 
Illuminati gene lines would need to progressively interbreed with those of the 
Angelic Human, over many generations, in order for the Illuminati races to gain, by 
genetic blending, biological access to Earth’s Planetary Templar Halls of Amenti 
Star-Gates. (More information on Angelic Human Seedings and the Illuminati 
Leviathan races is found in Voyagers Voume-2, 2nd Edition.)   
 
Attaining operational knowledge of, procuring biological access to, and achieving 
covert dominion over Earth’s Templar Star-Gates is precisely what competing 
Illuminati groups have, historically and to this day, strived to achieve. The 
progressive orchestration of denying “sacred knowledge” to the masses and 
falsifying the human historical record — while promoting extensive over-breeding 
and overpopulation through historical forced interbreeding, distorted spiritual 
teachings and manipulative science — has not occurred “haphazardly” or “by 
accident.” These things have occurred, and are still occurring, by meticulous 
“contrived design,” carried out over many generations since 250,000 BC by 



Illuminati-Human hybrid-races, following the directives of their “off-planet 
interdimensional/ extraterrestrial Elder kin.” The Illuminati-Elder-race Atlantean 
agenda of “Earth Templar Dominion” was part of a much older Illuminati Master 
Plan Prime Objective that began on Earth 550 million years ago, when Earth’s 
Halls of Amenti Star-Gates were created — long before the Angelic Human lineage 
was seeded on Earth as the intended “genetically keyed” Guardians of the Halls of 
Amenti. (More information on the Illuminati Master Plan Prime Objective is found 
in Introductory-Topic Summary-2, and information on the historical evolution of 
the Atlantean Conspiracy  is found in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition.) 
 
For the last 13,000 years especially, Illuminati-Human forces, guided by their “off-
planet directors and Elder kin,” have been covertly “grooming and cultivating the 
human masses” in preparation for a particular “human appointment with 
destiny” that would occur in a particular “period of planetary significance.” 
During this period, the Illuminati objective of Earth Templar Dominion could 
potentially be fulfilled — if their multi-generational attempt at “genetic blending” 
was successful. Some Illuminati-Humans, and all of their “visiting kin,” as well as 
the MCEO–Krystal River Guardians, have known since 22,326 BC that this “human 
appointment with destiny” was scheduled to occur during the “next period of 
planetary significance.” The ancient, covert “battle for Templar Star-Gate 
dominion” has reemerged from these “Atlantean days of old” directly into our 
present time, because in the year 2000 our Earth entered the “period of planetary 
significance” long awaited by both the MCEO Guardian and Illuminati forces. This 
“period of planetary significance” is called a “Stellar Activations Cycle” (SAC). 
Earth’s Planetary SAC is a period in time when Earth’s Planetary Templar Halls 
of Amenti Star-Gates engage their “17-year opening cycle,” during which time 
interdimensional transit and organic “Ascension Passage” become available to the 
life-field of Earth. (Extensively detailed information on “Atlantean history,” the 
“Leviathan” races, “SACs” and Earth’s contemporary “Amenti Ascension 
Schedule” is found in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition.)   
 
During Earth’s last SAC of 22,326 BC, just following the 22,340 BC attempted 
CDT-Plate translation, Illuminati-Elder races staged invasion of Earth’s Planetary 
Templar Halls of Amenti Star-Gates. The invasion resulted in the Amenti Star-
Gates being forced closed and a subsequent failure of the “Ascension Cycle” in 
that period. Earth’s last failed SAC ended in a “stalemate” between MCEO 
Guardians and Illuminati-Elder forces, with the “destiny of Earth human evolution 
hanging in the balance.” Both groups knew that the next coming SAC would 
represent the “Final Conflict Drama” over control of Earth’s Templar, and just 
after the failed 22,326 BC Stellar Activations Cycle, both groups began their long-
term plans for this coming “inevitable appointment with destiny.” The MCEO 



Guardians knew that if they did nothing to intervene, and the Illuminati races 
progressed with their plan, then during the next SAC both the Angelic Human race 
AND the Illuminati-Human hybrid race of Earth would face potential species 
extinction as a result of the Illuminati Master Plan; thus Guardian “non-
intervention” was not an option. Many things have transpired on Earth since this 
period of pre-ancient Atlantean history, including the continuing Illuminati takeover 
of key Earth Templar sites and three major Illuminati advances in gaining Earth 
Templar control, which occurred in the periods of 13,400 BC (“Great Netting”), 
10,948 BC (“Toral Rift”) and 3470 BC (“Babble-On Massacre”). Together with 
Earth Templar damage from times previous and thereafter, these Illuminati Templar 
advances accelerated the progressive distortions in the natural function of Earth’s 
Templar and Halls of Amenti Star-Gates, which resulted in planetary environmental 
anomalies that continue to this day, and which culminated in direct DNA mutation 
of Earth human populations. 
 
The ancestors of contemporary humanity entered their “Dark Age,” or “dark 
night of the soul,” during the 13,400 BC, 10,948 BC and 3470 BC periods. During 
each of these periods, Illuminati-Elder races employed what were known as the 
“Atlantean Bloom of Doom Death Sciences,” to bring into activation dormant, 
inorganic Templar Death Science technologies from an earlier period of pre-ancient 
warfare. (Detailed information on the “Atlantean Bloom of Doom Death Sciences” 
is found in Introductory-Topics Summary-2, in Voyagers Volume-2, 2nd Edition 
and within various MCEO Freedom Teachings® workshop programs.) One aspect of 
these pre-ancient Death Science technologies runs on structures of crystal implant 
networks, positioned in various locations in Earth’s core, crust and mantle. When 
activated, these crystal implant networks and their corresponding technologies create 
an electromagnetic harness within Earth’s Templar Star-Gates and electromagnetic 
“grid-lines”; this harness has the power to directly affect the function of Earth’s 
geomagnetic field, through influencing Earth’s core resonance (vibration rhythm/ 
“Schumann resonance”) and speed of “pole wobble” (the slow rotation-cycle of 
Earth’s 23.5°-tilted geographical axis that creates the “precession of the 
equinox” cycle). 
 
The Templar events of 13,400 BC (15,400 years ago) resulted in a brief collapse and 
temporary reversal of Earth’s geomagnetic field, which caused some climatic 
anomalies, further loss of some Atlantean Islands territories, and DNA mutation in 
the planetary life-field. (The Atlantean continent had been previously reduced to 
three island nations following a cataclysmic “Templar Conquest” misadventure in 
the 28,000 BC period). Earth’s geomagnetic field directly affects the DNA and 
memory storage of biological life-forms through interaction with the Epigenetic 
Overlay — the chemical sheath around DNA — which triggers DNA gene response. 



In human populations, the DNA mutation resulting from this anomalous 
environmental event of 13,400 BC resulted in the first of three biologically induced 
“memory wipes” and the fragmentation of portions of the DNA into “junk 
DNA” (DNA that does not “code for protein” and thus appears to have no active 
biological purpose). 
 
In the loss of race memory in the 13,400 BC period, both Angelic Humans and 
Illuminati-Humans were simultaneously reduced to a primitive perceptual state, with 
loss of historical, practical and language memory. More significantly, the mutations 
that took place in the human DNA began the process of reducing both Angelic 
Human and Leviathan Illuminati-Human gene codes to a “common mutation,” 
leaving “unplugged” the genetic differences that previously existed as junk DNA, 
while the commonalities between Angelic Human and Illuminati-Human DNA 
remained “turned on” in the active DNA sequence. Through the “new common-
gene human” that resulted from this common mutation, the Illuminati hybrid-
humans — and their off-planet Elder kin — could more easily interbreed with the 
now “amnesiac” Angelic Human races, who carried the “Diamond Sun Star-
Gate DNA.” New bloodlines and blood types emerged following this period, as 
Illuminati-Elders interbred with humans of their respective genetic lines, and of the 
Angelic Human lineage, in effort to enhance the “family ‘Star-Gate DNA’ 
profile.” The GA-MCEO and Krystal River Guardians also intervened, rescuing the 
Angelic Human collectives they could reach, when they discovered that these events 
had been set in motion. Afterward, the GA-MCEO orchestrated visitations to the 
affected Angelic Human Earth collective, to return the original “12 Tribes” 
languages and CDT-Plate historical record, and to begin reverse-mutation Bio-
regenesis of the Angelic Human genetic lines.  
 
Illuminati-Elders orchestrated the events of the 13,400 BC period intentionally, 
specifically to create the biological effects, and Planetary Templar control, in which 
these events resulted; only select members of their earthly Illuminati-Human 
“children” — their “Chosen Ones” — were spared this fate, temporarily taken 
off-planet just prior to the events, and later returned as elitist “overseers.” 
Through the biological effects of these environmentally induced events, the 
Illuminati-Elders could begin advancement of their “genetic blending” agenda, in 
preparation for the “Star-Gate Conquest” they intended to launch during the next 
Planetary SAC. Following this period, various competing Illuminati-Elder races 
initiated cycles of “visitations,” in which they, and their “Chosen Ones” 
Illuminati-Human children, began to teach the “now-primitive human mutants” 
(often by dominion and force) their respective, contradictory languages, creation 
myths and history interpretations. Portions of the advanced Atlantean and Egyptian 
civilizations still remained following these events, and for a time Atlantis was ruled 



by the cruel and elitist Illuminati “Chosen Ones,” who governed the amnesiac 
“common-gene humans” as slaves. 
 
 

The NET, “Higher & Lower Earth,” the Toral Rift, 
Equinox Precession & False Yugas,  
and the 2012 Alpha-Omega Alignment 

 
On a planetary level, the events of 13,400 BC resulted in the activation of a planetary 
environmental anomaly called the “NET.” The NET (Nibiruian Electrostatic 
Transduction field) is a multidimensional electromagnetic harness that runs through 
the “Van Allen Belts” in Earth’s atmosphere — and through Earth’s crust and 
mantle — which creates and sustains anomalous distortions within Earth’s 
geomagnetic field, and within the Bio-magnetic Fields that govern DNA behavior. 
Through the NET distortions created in the 13,400 BC period, Earth’s core 
resonance was altered, resulting in the first of three slight accelerations of Earth’s 
geographical-pole axis wobble. The slight acceleration of Earth’s axis wobble 
created, over a period beginning in 13,400 BC, the first of three corresponding slight 
accelerations of the precession of the equinox cycle from the previous 26,556-year 
SAC cycle, to a faster cycle of about 25,920 years (an acceleration of about 636 
years). The multidimensional NET field began an unnatural acceleration of Earth-
time, which progressively pulled Earth’s Templar further out of co-resonant 
alignment with organic Universal Time Cycles and Star-Gates, and further into 
alignment with a space-time-loop anomaly that occurred 5.5 million years ago (the 
“Wall in Time – Phantom Earth” anomaly). As a result of the 13,400 BC “Great 
Netting” and first wobble acceleration, Earth’s geomagnetic field — and thus the 
Halls of Amenti Star-Gates — came under partial control of the Illuminati and their 
Elder kin, and human evolution was brought to a relative standstill. 
 
The most intensive Templar damage Earth suffered from the events of 13,400 BC 
was the beginning of a literal inorganic harnessing, or “Netting,” of portions of 
Earth’s existing multidimensional matter planes. A portion of the Amenti Star-
Gates, and a portion of Earth’s Templar and three-dimensional matter-plane field, 
became contained within the electromagnetic harness of the NET, separated and 
divided from the portions of the Amenti Star-Gates and planes that were outside of 
the NET. This unnatural division of Earth planes created the anomaly of a 
“Higher” and a “Lower” Earth: both shared the same three-dimensional 
frequency spectrum, but the “time pulse” within that common frequency 
spectrum became divergent. The planes and three-dimensional matter-base that 
were contained within the NET field became the “Lower Earth”; controlled by the 



Illuminati NET, the geomagnetic field of “Lower Earth” engaged the first “pole 
wobble increase” that accelerated the “precession of the equinox” cycle from 
26,556 years to 25,920 years. The planes and three-dimensional matter-base that 
remained outside of the NET field became “Higher Earth” or “Ascension 
Earth”; biological Ascension was still possible from “Higher Earth,” because its 
portion of the Amenti Star-Gates and matter planes remained on the 26,556-year 
equinox precession cycle through which organic SAC Amenti Star-Gate opening 
cycles occur. 
 
As a result of the 13,400 BC “Netting,” portions of the Earth field that were once 
physically manifest “seemed to literally disappear” when viewed from within the 
NET and its geomagnetic field harness. As the Lower Earth “NET-bound” field 
engaged the first 636-year “equinox precession acceleration,” and the Higher 
Earth field did not, the spin-speed of subatomic particles and atoms, as well as 
Earth’s rotation speed, adopted two slightly different “energy vibration-pulsation 
rhythms,” or “time pulses.” The Lower Earth time pulse was unnaturally 
accelerated, while the Higher Earth time pulse remained consistent with the greater, 
longer, slower time pulses of the free multidimensional Universe. Space-time within 
the Lower Earth NET field entered a slight inorganic acceleration, contraction and 
compaction; Lower Earth’s axis spin, as well as its wobble, became a little faster, 
causing days to shorten slightly, and making the “bulge” at Earth’s equatorial 
poles more pronounced. Biorhythms of the life-field quickened, as did elemental 
decay rates, and the DNA of Lower Earth’s life-field became entangled within the 
“magnetic grip” of the anomalous geomagnetic field generated through the NET. 
The territories of Higher Earth — with their slower, more expansive “time pulse” 
— did not experience any of these environmental or biological anomalies. 
 
The Illuminati-Elders orchestrated the 13,400 BC “Great Netting” event as part of 
their much larger Templar Dominion agenda, scheduled to reach fulfillment in 
Earth’s next SAC. This “Netting” technology had been used by Illuminati-Elder 
races many times before, literally on a galactic level; the Illuminati plan was to bring 
the Lower Earth NET “online” with their galactic NET system that runs through 
the Milky Way Galaxy and connects into the Parallel Milky Way Galaxy. In 13,400 
BC, Illuminati-Elder races made great headway toward fulfilling this agenda. 
Humans, as we know ourselves today, have evolved forward from the point of the 
“Great Netting” as the unfortunate inhabitants of “Lower Earth,” under the 
repression, manipulation and genetic mutation of the Illuminati NET field. Since the 
period of the Great Netting — and the related, subsequent periods of 10,948 BC, 
9562–9558 BC and 3470 BC, and up to this day — the Illuminati-Elder races and 
their Illuminati-Human children have retained a continual, covert presence and have 
engaged ongoing remote, manipulative contact and communication with Lower Earth 



humanity, as they have patiently “groomed the NET races” to fulfill specific roles 
during the “appointment with destiny” scheduled for the next SAC “Ascension 
Cycle.” 
 
Following the 13,400 BC Great Netting period, the GA-MCEO continued and 
accelerated their evolutionary intervention efforts, progressively returning the “12 
Oral Legions of the Krysthl-a” CDT-Plate remote-translations via the Angelic 
Human remnant populations, while amplifying efforts of genetic Bio-regenesis 
reverse-mutation among all “common-gene human” “Sleeper” populations. 
The “common-gene mutation” affected both Angelic Human and Illuminati-
Human gene lines, returning both to a state of “relative primitive innocence” — a 
state from which both could move forward together in their remembering of the 
teachings of Eternal Life Ascension, and in their healing of the “common-gene 
mutation” through progressive Bio-regenesis. In this regard, the Illuminati 
“Sleeper” populations could have the opportunity of Free Will Choice returned to 
them. The Illuminati-Elders had denied the Sleepers this opportunity, as the Elders 
were cultivating them to be only a “disposable resource” with which to win the 
“Templar Conquest.” Most Illuminati-Elder races did not (and do not) carry 
genuine love or caring for the welfare of their earthbound Illuminati children. In 
fact, they considered their children “inferior genetic specimens” of the Elder 
master-races — inferior precisely due to the Angelic Human genetic 
“contaminant” with which the Elders had themselves engineered their earthly 
Illuminati-Human offspring. Having compassion for the plight of the Illuminati-
Humans, the GA-MCEO engaged the “common-gene Sleeper mutation” as an 
opportunity to offer these races the evolutionary option of Bio-regenesis, and 
through it the potential to regain their freedom from the hierarchical manipulation 
and imprisonment of their Illuminati-Elder kin. 
 
The GA-MCEO option of Evolutionary Freedom and the teachings of the “12 Oral 
Legions” rapidly became popular among the “common-gene Sleeper humans” of 
both Angelic Human and Illuminati-Human descent, due to the Guardian 
intervention efforts following the 13,400 BC Great Netting. Through a period of 
small-scale rebellions that took place within both the Atlantean and Egyptian 
cultures, the “Sleeper slave races” regained small strongholds of control over 
certain Earth Templar sites — and within factions of the primary governing 
structures of the Illuminati-Human elite. Such “insubordination” did not settle 
well among Illuminati-Human Loyalists and their Elder kin. The Atlantean 
“Freedom Movement” was largely squelched by various Illuminati-Elder invasions 
of the Atlantean Islands and neighboring territories, and the Illuminati “genetic 
blending” agenda was forcefully accelerated among the “Sleeper” populations, 
but pockets of resistance to Illuminati dominion remained. The progress in Bio-



regenesis reverse-mutation that had been made by the MCEO was continually 
undermined through the Atlantean Illuminati actions, but it continued onward 
despite these setbacks. Through the local “dominion force” of their earthly 
Illuminati-Human children, the Elders increasingly promoted among the Sleeper 
populations the teachings and applications of what were called the “Metatronic 
Death Sciences” and Atlantean “Bloom of Doom” technologies. In 10,948 BC, 
progress in MCEO Bio-regenesis efforts, and in the Atlantean Freedom Movement, 
was brought to a standstill when the Illuminati-Elders employed massive applications 
of the Metatronic Death Sciences to score the second and most catastrophic victory 
in the advancement of their Master Plan Prime Objective. 
 
About 13,000 years ago, in 10,948 BC, the Illuminati-Elders used the Metatronic 
Death Sciences to finally fulfill an objective they had been trying to achieve for 
millions of years prior. From the Atlantean islands of Bruah, in the southwest 
territories of Atlantis (which are called Cuba, Puerto Rico and Haiti in contemporary 
times), the Illuminati-Elders, with the assistance of their Illuminati-Human children, 
used Metatronic “Death Star Merkaba Vortex Mechanics” to create a set of 
wormholes called the Solar Time-Torus Tunnel; this wormhole set linked the core 
Star-Gates of Lower Earth and our Sun to the corresponding Star-Gates of Parallel 
Earth and Parallel Sun within the Parallel Milky Way Galaxy Black Hole System. 
Once the Earth-Sun Solar Time-Torus Tunnel wormhole sets were opened, they 
were extended into the Alpha-Omega Wormholes at the Galactic Cores of the 
“Alpha” Parallel Milky Way Galaxy and our “Omega” Milky Way Galaxy, 
opening an intergalactic space-time displacement field called the “Great Toral Rift 
Time Rip.” Through the 10,948 BC Atlantis center of the intergalactic Toral Rift 
Time Rip, the core Star-Gates and geomagnetic field of our Sun — and the NET-
harnessed geomagnetic field and Halls of Amenti Star-Gates of Lower Earth — were 
inorganically linked to the geomagnetic fields and core Star-Gates of Parallel Earth 
and Parallel Sun. The Toral Rift linking of the Parallel Earth-Sun systems pulled 
the Templars of Lower Earth and our Sun further out of co-resonant alignment with 
organic Universal Time Cycles and Higher Earth Star-Gates, and into direct 
alignment with and subjugation to the inorganic space-time distortion cycle of the 
Parallel Milky Way “Alpha” Black Hole System. 
 
Through the Toral Rift Time Rip, the space-time fields and Star-Gate opening 
cycles of Lower Earth, our Sun and Solar System, and the “Phantom Earth” 
space-time-loop anomaly from 5.5 million years ago, all became electromagnetically 
blended into and synchronized with the Alpha Wormhole Fall Gate opening cycles 
of Parallel Earth and Parallel Sun. Lower Earth and our Solar System entered the 
space-time anomaly of the “Illuminati Cycle of the False Yugas,” which was 
intended to culminate in fulfillment of the Illuminati Master Plan Prime Objective 



during the next SAC. Through the Planetary Templar distortions caused by the 
10,948 BC Toral Rift, Lower Earth’s core resonance was again altered, resulting in 
the second of three slight accelerations of Earth’s geographical-pole axis wobble. 
Over time, this second acceleration of Earth’s axis wobble created the second of 
three corresponding slight accelerations of the precession of the equinox cycle — 
from the 25,920-year precession cycle of the first acceleration (in 13,400 BC), to a 
faster one that would accelerate in increments to become an approximately 25,771-
year precession cycle by the time of the next Parallel SAC. During the 10,948 BC 
Toral Rift event, the time cycles, Star-Gate opening periods and precession of the 
equinox cycle of Lower Earth were synchronized to the control of the Parallel Earth 
wormhole opening cycles, which would cause the Halls of Amenti Star-Gates on 
Lower Earth to open prematurely in 2012 AD, as the Parallel Earth and Parallel 
Milky Way Fall Gate sets opened through the Toral Rift. 
 
If the Illuminati Master Plan was successful, the period of 2012 2013 AD would 
bring Earth humanity to a final cataclysmic “appointment with Illuminati destiny.” 
During this “appointment,” our Solar System and the Parallel Solar System would 
engage inorganic Metatronic Death Star Merkaba Vortex dimensional-blend within 
the Toral Rift Time Rip, which would cause rapid “Mass Extinction” of the life-
fields in both systems. Then both solar systems would be “drawn back in time” to 
the 10,948 BC Atlantis center of the Toral Rift space-time displacement field, from 
where they would be assimilated as “raw quanta” into the Parallel Milky Way 
“Alpha” Black Hole System. (Detailed information on the Toral Rift, Death Star 
Merkaba & 2012 appointment with Illuminati destiny is found in Introductory-
Topics Summary-2.) 
 
During the 10,948 BC Toral Rift event the Lower Earth NET field and geomagnetic 
field engaged a partial Pole Shift, aligning with the Parallel Earth fields, which 
caused some climatic anomalies and a partial glacial period on Lower Earth. Yet 
again the Epigenetic Overlay and DNA of the Lower Earth life-field were directly 
affected by environmental changes in the planetary geomagnetic field. The second of 
three biologically induced “memory wipes” occurred, again leaving Earth humans 
in a primitive perceptual state, with loss of historical, practical and language 
memory, and the “common-gene human” mutation that began in 13,400 BC 
continued to accelerate.   
 
From the time of the 10,948 BC Toral Rift event and thereafter, the life-field of 
Lower Earth became literally trapped within an environmentally induced cycle of 
artificially accelerating time, in which the Planetary Templar and Halls of Amenti 
Star-Gates of Lower Earth, and thus the biorhythms of its life-field, adopted the 
progressively shortening “False Yugas” Stellar Activations Cycle of the Parallel 



Earth Fall Gates. In the structure of undistorted, organic Universal Time Cycles 
there are 4 Eyugha time cycles in an expansion/ manifestation period. Each of the 4 
Eyugha time cycles contains 6 smaller Euiago-SAC time cycles, and each Euiago-
SAC time cycle contains 6 smaller Time Continuum cycles. One of Earth’s organic 
Euiago-SAC Star-Gate opening cycles is 26,556 years long; one organic planetary 
Eyugha cycle of Earth — 6 organic Euiago-SAC cycles — is 159,336 years long. 
The “False Yugas” system of “Illuminati Artificial Time” is structured by 
charting the 25,920-year inorganically accelerating “precession of the equinoxes” 
— the counterclockwise cycle of Lower Earth’s geographical-pole axis wobble 
progression between alignment with Polaris and Vega, which occurs due to the 
unnaturally forced synchronization of Lower Earth’s Amenti Star-Gates and 
geomagnetic field with those of the Parallel Earth and Parallel Alpha Milky Way 
Galaxy. Charting the progression of this “False Yugas” precession cycle was, and 
is, important to the Illuminati-Elders, because during certain repeating periods in 
this inorganic cycle, direct portal access to Lower Earth territories becomes available 
from Parallel Earth and the Parallel Milky Way Black Hole System. 
 
When Lower Earth and our Sun became linked to the Parallel system through the 
Atlantean Solar Time-Torus Tunnel and Toral Rift of 10,948 BC, Lower Earth’s 
orbit around the Sun accelerated slightly (shortening the organic Lower Earth 
“year”) and became synchronized in counter-rotation with the “invisible orbit” 
of Parallel Earth around its Sun; and through the wormhole links between the Solar 
Core Gates, our Solar System became an inorganic binary star system, invisibly 
tethered to the Parallel Solar System. Once the orbital rotations and Star-Gate-
opening time cycles of our Solar System were forced into synchronization with those 
of the Parallel Solar System, the harnessed Amenti Star-Gates of Lower Earth 
aligned directly — at specific points in each yearly rotation of Lower Earth around 
the Sun — with the Alpha Wormhole Fall Gates of Parallel Earth and with the 
intergalactic “Alpha-Omega Galactic Core Wormholes.” Each year during the 
spring/ vernal and fall/ autumnal equinox periods, the Parallel Earth Alpha 
Wormholes would open directly into the harnessed Lower Earth Amenti Star-Gates, 
for a period of about two weeks, allowing for easy Illuminati-Elder passage and 
visitation between Lower and Parallel Earth. Each year during the winter and 
summer solstice periods, again for about two weeks, the Solar Time-Torus Tunnel 
wormholes would engage the Gates of Lower and Parallel Earth in a brief alignment 
with the intergalactic Alpha-Omega Galactic Core Wormholes, allowing Illuminati-
Elders direct wormhole passage to Lower Earth from various regions of both Milky 
Way galaxies. 
 
These “yearly periods of Communion” were used by the Illuminati-Elder races for 
direct interaction and cyclic “policing” of Lower Earth Atlantean, Egyptian and 



pre-ancient “Sleeper human” cultures. The “False Yugas” Illuminati calendars, 
depicting a false “Yuga” precession cycle of 25,920 years, began first in Atlantis 
following the 10,948 BC Toral Rift event. These “Atlantean Illuminati Calendars” 
were used by both the Illuminati-Elders and their Lower Earth Illuminati-Human 
children to “keep track of the visitation schedules” when the Illuminati-Elders 
would return to Lower Earth for visitation. The “Atlantean Illuminati False Yugas 
Parallel Wormhole Opening Precession Calendars” were later introduced to various 
Lower Earth Sleeper human populations, and became the basis for the Mayan “End 
Times” calendar and numerous early “Pagan seasonal worship” rites. 
 
Following the 10,948 BC Toral Rift event, and its resultant climatic and time-cycle 
anomalies, Atlantean culture continued to evolve under increasing Illuminati control, 
while MCEO Krystal River Aquafereion races intervened through the Higher Earth 
portals to introduce the “Aquari-Human” hybrid lines on Lower Earth for Bio-
regenesis of the failing Angelic Human gene code. In 10,500 BC Illuminati-Humans 
waged the “Luciferian Conquest,” during which the Atlantean Islands, and 
immediate control of Lower Earth human evolution, fell to complete Illuminati 
dominion. In 9562 BC Atlantean Illuminati-Humans overthrew the MCEO Krystal 
River Aquafereion Lower Earth Templar intervention attempts in an event called the 
Great Encasement; in 9560 BC the Atlantean Illuminati-Humans formalized their 
planetary dominion plan in creation of the Luciferian Covenant “One World Order 
 Atlantean Conspiracy” agenda; and in 9558 BC their Templar Conquest 
misadventure culminated in widespread flooding and the final sinking of the three 
primary islands of Atlantis. As the Illuminati Atlantean Templar Conquest progressed 
on Lower Earth, various factions of Illuminati-Elder races and their earthbound 
children engaged competing Templar Dominion agendas and resultant Lower Earth 
“grid wars,” each competing Illuminati-Elder group intending to control Lower 
Earth’s Amenti Star-Gates — and thus the intergalactic Toral Rift Time Rip — 
during the “2012 appointment with Illuminati destiny.” 
 
Infighting and “raiding” of each others’ Illuminati-Human-hybrid Lower Earth 
race lines continued among the competing Illuminati groups until 3470 BC, when 
the certain factions of the Illuminati-Elder races and their Illuminati-Human 
children orchestrated the third of three geographical-pole axis wobble slight 
accelerations and the resultant shift of Lower Earth’s geomagnetic fields. This 3470 
BC event, which was executed from a Lower Earth region in ancient Babylon, was 
referred to as the “Babble-On Massacre,” as it resulted in the third biologically 
induced “memory wipe” of the Lower Earth human races. The mutated 
“common-gene human” race lines of Lower Earth were reduced once more, via 
environmental electromagnetic disruption of the Epigenetic Overlay and DNA, to a 
primitive perceptual state with loss of historical, practical and language memory. The 



“Babble-On Massacre” event was later recorded in Biblical translation as the 
“Tower of Babel” story. (Information on the progression of the Atlantean 
Conspiracy agenda and the Babble-On Massacre is found in Voyagers Volume-2, 
2nd Edition.) 
 
Following this third axis wobble acceleration of 3470 BC, Illuminati-Elder groups 
once again began “reeducating” the “Sleeper human” populations of Lower 
Earth. Using the “yearly Communion schedules” of the slowly accelerating 
Atlantean Illuminati Calendar “False Yugas” Parallel Wormhole Opening equinox 
precession, Illuminati-Elder races cyclically “policed” their “prison planet” 
territories of Lower Earth and periodically “mingled” with their amnesiac human 
captives for breeding, to systematically advance the genetic blending element of the 
Illuminati Master Plan. Illuminati-Elder races and their “Chosen Ones” 
Illuminati-Human “elite” children returned only select portions of the ancient 
Atlantean knowledge to the general Sleeper human populations, and misrepresented 
themselves to the Sleeper humans as false “Gods.” The Sleepers were taught to 
“abide by the seasons,” to create “stone calendars, portal temples and 
astronomical observatories” by which they could “chart the times and locations of 
the return visits of their Gods” and intermingle with them for breeding during such 
visitations. And the Sleepers were taught many heinous rituals of territorial grid-
conquest, murder, sacrifice, perversion, copulation and possession, through which 
they could “seek to gain favor” from the false Gods who imprisoned them. 
Knowledge of Earth’s Templar Star-Gates, of Parallel Earth, of the realities of 
Atlantean history and race origins, and of the Atlantean Death Sciences and the 
Illuminati Master Plan was reserved for only an elitist “Chosen” few at any given 
time. The majority of Angelic Human and Illuminati-Human races alike were kept 
amnesiac, unaware, uneducated, subjugated, and thus easy to manipulate, misdirect 
and control. This is the “recent ancient history” reality from which our “known 
historical record” has emerged. 
 
Certain ancient groups chosen by the Illuminati-Elders, such as the Maya, were 
entrusted with greater aspects of the Atlantean knowledge, as demonstrated in the 
Mayan “End Times” calendar. This ancient calendar “prophetically” depicted 
the “2012 End Time period,” when the inorganically synchronized Star-Gate/ 
wormhole False Yugas cycle of Lower and Parallel Earth would culminate in the 
Gate-sets of Lower Earth, our Sun and the Parallel Earth and Sun aligning with and 
opening into the Alpha-Omega Wormholes in the Galactic Core of both Milky Way 
galaxies. This “Intergalactic 2012 Alpha-Omega Gate Alignment” was designed to 
bring our Solar System and the Parallel Solar System into inorganic Metatronic 
Death Star Merkaba Vortex dimensional-blend within the 10,948 BC Toral Rift Time 
Rip center, in fulfillment of the Illuminati Master Plan Prime Objective. As the 



Illuminati-Elder races and their elite “Chosen Ones” progressed with their hidden 
Templar Conquest and Sleeper human “Disinformation Reeducation Program,” 
the GA-MCEO and Krystal River Guardian races also continued intervention efforts 
from the territories of Higher Earth and other regions within the Universal Free 
Worlds System. 
 
The Guardians’ “12 Oral Legions of the Krysthl-a” were once again reawakened 
to return the teachings of the CDT-Plates to the “common man” human race 
lines who upheld the treaties of the Emerald Covenant, and several other written 
CDT-Plate partial translations were rendered in various languages and cultures 
following the 3470 BC “Babble-On Massacre” event. A history of “human 
warring and conquest” progressed, and continues into our present time, with the 
real reasons for the incessant fighting and bloodshed completely hidden to all but a 
few within the ranks of the Illuminati Chosen Ones, who continue in the roles of 
their predecessors as directors of these planetary events. Meanwhile, a historical 
“hodgepodge” of ancient myths, deceptions, partial truths and partial falsehoods 
has emerged as the “factual spiritual and scientific reality base” upon which all of 
our known historical cultures and our present “public” views of reality have been 
built. Regardless of what we choose to believe or not believe about the realities of 
“what has come before,” our planet is currently facing its long-planned “2012 
appointment with Illuminati destiny” — which will directly affect the evolutionary 
potentials of every life-form on our Lower Earth.    
 
 

Contemporary MCEO Vision 
 
It may seem that humanity has been victimized by the hidden historical events of 
13,400 BC, 10,948 BC, 3470 BC and related periods, but from a “higher 
perspective” these events can be viewed as a long cycle of evolutionary learning 
that Angelic Humans and the Illuminati Force have shared and co-created together. 
Behind this “learning cycle” there is a “greater purpose” that benefits the 
greater spiritual and biological evolution of both race lines, and many other races 
within the Universe who are “watching.” Part of this “greater purpose” involves 
the “new common-gene human” blended genetic code, the result of the common 
DNA mutation that began its evolution into expressed fruition in the 13,400 BC 
period. As the Angelic Human genome suffered a progressive loss of the original 
“Diamond Sun Star-Gate DNA Coding,” the various Illuminati-Human genomes 
gained more of the “Diamond Sun” structure. And though this “common-
gene” created vulnerabilities and potential loss of Ascension ability among the 
Angelic Human races, it also presented an opportunity for the Angelic Human 
Guardian races to give a gift to the Illuminati-Human races. In gaining portions of 



the Angelic Human Diamond Sun DNA Codes, the Illuminati-Human races 
received the gift of potential freedom from the hierarchical control of their 
Illuminati-Elder kin — and therefore a return of their potential for genetic Bio-
regenesis, through which the “Original Source Gift” of Eternal Life Evolutionary 
Ascension could be regained. The Free Will Choices historically made by both the 
Angelic Human and Illuminati-Human “common-man races,” and most 
especially the Free Will Choice that is made during the “2012 appointment with 
Illuminati destiny,” will determine whether this “Gift of Freedom” comes to 
manifest fulfillment.  
 
At present, as our planet engages its “2012 appointment with Illuminati destiny,” 
our dominant human mass belief systems collectively work more to further obscure 
any knowledge of the ancient truths of Ascension than they do to reveal any 
potentiality of empowerment. However, the solution to this “current dilemma of 
human evolution” is not to focus extensively on deciphering the Common Bed of 
Falsehoods that permeate our mass worldviews, but rather to focus on identifying the 
Common Seeds of Truth through which the falsehoods can be overcome. It is for 
this purpose that the GA-MCEO and Krystal River Adashi Adepts are currently 
returning to the human public a written remote-translation of the CDT-Plate 
teachings that have so long been denied. Through these teachings, humanity is 
offered the opportunity to come to know and remember itself, and in knowing itself, 
humanity can find the truth through which it can set itself free during the “2012 
appointment with Illuminati destiny.” And it is because of this inherent promise of 
potential freedom that the contemporary MCEO CDT-Plate remote-translations are 
referred to as the MCEO Freedom Teachings . As the CDT-Plates and Maharata 
Texts represent the “Common Source” from which all Earth religions originally 
emerged, the “Promise and Potential of Genuine Ascension,” and the 
responsibility as Earth Templar Guardians, is the Common Evolutionary Birthright of 
the Angelic Human species, and of the Illuminati-Human species that now co-
shares the Angelic Human gene code. Thus the contemporary remote-translations of 
the MCEO CDT-Plate/ Maharata Text teachings represent the ancient heritage of all 
religions and peoples on contemporary Lower Earth, whether or not any human 
recognizes this reality. 
 
Though it emphasizes the “Common Seeds of Truth” through which humanity is 
united, the MCEO vision is not that of a “One World Doctrine” — this is the 
intention of the Illuminati state, within their greater agenda of “One World Order” 
global Templar Dominion. The MCEO teachings rather promote the vision of 
“Unity Through Complementary Diversity,” in which the peoples of all world 
religions might choose to adopt a perspective of mutual respect for each other, and 
together recognize the unique “seeds of genuine truth” each have been entrusted 



to protect. With recognition of the “Common Source” from which each “seed of 
Sacred Truth” emerged, and of the complementary diversity in the teachings that 
each of the original 12 CDT-Plates contain, humanity could take a “giant leap 
forward” in extracting itself from the covert controls of the contemporary global 
Illuminati Force. The Illuminati Force, in its quest for Earth Templar Dominion and 
fulfillment of its 2012 Master Plan Prime Objective, continues to manipulate behind-
the-scenes agendas that “pit human against human” in futile defense of “divided 
concepts of God and science.” 
 
If it could be recognized that most of the “followers” of all religious AND 
scientific paradigms are in actuality seeking harmonious, peaceful, empowered 
reunion with that “mysterious Source of All Creation” — what humans have 
come to call “God, Gods or No-God” — perhaps it could also be recognized that 
there is this common objective within all traditions. With this recognition, qualities 
of mutual respect, a sustainable life-giving attitude of “mutual harmlessness,” and 
a growing spiritual maturity of “reverence for the Common Source within all 
things” could evolve within the collective human psyche. And with such evolution, 
freedom from the pain and suffering generated through the competitive “control 
games” of the Illuminati consciousness, and freedom from the 2012 Illuminati 
Master Plan, could be attained. This “ideal Vision of Healing” is not likely to 
occur any time soon within the Illuminati-directed mass psyche of contemporary 
Earth humanity; but it remains a “Vision of Hope and Awakening” that is the 
basis upon which the “Krystic Free Worlds” of space-time are organized, and 
upon which the MCEO Freedom Teachings  stand. The GA-MCEO and Krystal 
River Adashi Adepts will always respect the Free Will Choice of all beings, even if 
that gift is being used in highly misguided ways. They are not here to “save the 
world,” nor to “play savior” to a faltering humanity. They are simply here to 
remind us of the greater truths recorded within the CDT-Plates, and to assist those 
of us who choose to care, in rediscovering and reawakening the potentials of 
Genuine Transfigurative Ascension that still reside dormant within us.  
 
 
 
Contemporary CDT-Plate Translations, Current Earth Drama 

& the 6520 AD Welcome Station 
 
The contemporary re-translation of the Maharata Texts and direct translation of the 
CDT-Plates began in 1997 through MCEO Speaker-1, Ashayana Deane; the 
beginning translations were published in 1999 by Granite Publishing (then Blue 
Water Publishing/ Wild Flower Press) as the “Voyagers books” (Volume-1: The 
Sleeping Abductees and Volume-2: The Secrets of Amenti). CDT-Plate translations 



have progressively been provided to MCEO Speaker-1 and presented in MCEO 
Freedom Teachings  workshop dispensations between 2000 and 2009; translations 
are ongoing. Since the 1999 first release of the Voyagers books, work with the 
interdimensional Guardian Alliance (the numerous early GA contacts are named in 
the Voyagers books) has continuously intensified and expanded to include the elder 
trans-dimensional Krystal River Councils of Aquareion Adashi Adepts (the Elder 
Councils of which the GA-MCEO is part). The Krystal River Councils of Aquareion 
include the EyanA, AdonA, Haah’-Tur, Aquafar’E, ZionA and Aquai from our 
Milky Way Galaxy in our 15-Dimensional Universe; the Bhendi Aquari, 
Aquafereion, and A’quA-elle from the M31-Andromeda/ Aquinos Galaxy in our 
15-Dimensional Universe; the Mashaya-Hana Councils from a neighboring 15-
Dimensional Universe called Aquareion; and many others within and beyond our 
15-Dimensional Universal Time Matrix. The Krystal River Councils Adashi Adepts 
are the Elder Councils and guiding force for all GA-MCEO collectives. 
 
The contemporary (beginning in 1997) translations of the MCEO CDT-Plates contain 
the history records and related spiritual-science “Ascension” teachings of our 
“local” 15-Dimensional Universe. Due to escalation of events in the current 
planetary drama, in 2007 the Krystal River Councils of Aquareion Adashi Adepts 
expanded the translation contract of MCEO Speaker-1 to include translation of data 
from the KUmA’-yah Al-humbra Crystal Discs, which contain the extended 
history records and related advanced spiritual-science “Ascension” teachings of 
the M31-Andromeda/ Aquinos Galaxy in our 15-Dimensional Universe and the 
neighboring Aquareion 15-Dimensional Universe. Translation and public teaching of 
appropriate aspects of the CDT-Plates and KUmA’-yah Al-humbra Crystal Discs 
continues through MCEO Freedom Teachings  workshop dispensations, and will 
feature in future books.   
 
In a very short time, the biological potential for Transfigurative Ascension — and the 
corresponding potentiality of biological Transmigration back to Higher Earth — will 
be permanently lost to the general masses of the Earth-human species, due to 
environmental anomalies that will occur on Earth in 2012 2013 AD as a result of 
advancement of the Illuminati Master Plan. Regardless of what we choose to believe 
about humanity’s past or current evolutionary potentials, the “period of 
significance” to which the Illuminati Master Plan Prime Objective has long been 
directed became the hidden reality of our times with the onset of Earth’s 2000 AD 
SAC (Star-Gate opening cycle). The “Saving Grace” for the continued evolution 
of contemporary Earth humanity is the fact that the manifest planes and life-fields 
of “Higher Earth” still exist to this day. The Higher Earth territories have evolved, 
since their consequential formation in 13,400 BC, in a much more “positive” 
direction, as part of the “Universal Free Worlds” community — free from the 



Illuminati manipulation and genetic mutations suffered by the inhabitants of Lower 
Earth. Since the 13,400 BC period of the “Great Netting,” MCEO Krystal River 
Guardian races have continued both direct and remote intervention efforts within the 
Lower Earth territories; many of them communicate with us today from various 
space-time positions in the Higher Earth territories and “Free Worlds” 
intergalactic locations. 
 
The Higher Earth and “Free Worlds” galactic territories beyond the Illuminati 
NET field exist as  tangible, “three-dimensionally physical” versions of Earth and 
the Milky Way Galaxy, that are “just as real” as our currently known “Netted” 
Lower Earth and galactic territories. The Higher Earth and Free Milky Way Galaxy 
territories exist “in the same space” as our currently known system, but at a 
different “angular rotation of particle spin” and different particle-spin-speed, and 
thus the two interconnected reality systems appear invisible to each other. The 
Higher Earth territories share a common past with our Netted Lower Earth up to the 
point of 13,400 BC; following that time, the Higher Earth planes evolved in freedom, 
whereas our Lower Earth planes evolved under increasing Illuminati manipulation. 
Since 13,400 BC, the primary Templar Star-Gate Ascension Passages of Higher and 
Lower Earth have remained closed, but still interconnected — the potentiality of 
their opening awaiting the 2012 “appointment with Illuminati destiny”; smaller 
secondary Higher Earth Time Portals have been periodically opened for purposes of 
Guardian intervention during Lower Earth crisis periods. Since the current SAC 
began in 2000 AD, Guardian races have been intervening directly from numerous 
“Free Worlds” locations within and beyond the Milky Way Galaxy, including the 
Higher Earth territories — most especially those located in the “future space-
time” coordinate of Higher Earth 6520 AD. 
 
In this concurrently existing 6520 AD “future-time” Higher Earth location, highly 
specialized cultural and environmental healing structures have evolved, from which 
Guardian “space-time travel” intervention into “distressed” “past, present and 
future” space-time locations is initiated. The original Guardian contact through 
which the contemporary CDT-Plate Speaker-1 Contract emerged, was launched from 
the Center for the Advancement of Interdimensional Communication (CAIC). The 
CAIC is a very “physical” bustling Higher Education Complex located on 6520 
AD Higher Earth, in an area corresponding to the space-time coordinates of 
present-day Kauai, Hawaii on Lower Earth. There are many other highly evolved 
establishments on 6520 AD Higher Earth that specialize in various aspects of 
intervention into distressed territories like those of present-day Lower Earth. The 
Higher Earth territories of 6520 AD are the “Saving Grace” for contemporary 
Lower Earth human evolution, for in these territories of space-time, highly 
developed Transmigration Settlements, or “Ascension Colonies,” have been long 



established. The Ascension Colonies of 6520 AD Higher Earth, which exist in 
numerous locations across the planet, are the “local welcome stations” for beings 
from Lower Earth and the local Milky Way Galaxy that accomplish biological 
Transfigurative Ascension and emerge into the next stage of Eternal Life Higher 
Evolution through Ascension Passage “Slide” Transmigration. The Ascension 
Colonies of 6520 AD Higher Earth are also the “next-evolutionary-stop” living 
communities into which beings who accomplish Ascension through Bhardoah 
“death-transition” spirit-passage from Lower Earth and local systems will rebirth/ 
reincarnate, to continue on their path of Eternal Life Higher Evolution. 
 
Since its 13,400 BC separation from the Netted Lower Earth territory, the Higher 
Earth territory has been intentionally protected, nurtured, evolved and designed by 
races of the Guardian Alliance and Krystal River Councils of Aquareion to become 
one of the “Planetary Ascension Colony Welcome Stations” through which the 
potentials of Eternal Life Ascension would remain available to the inhabitants of 
Lower Earth and the local Milky Way Galaxy. The primary Templar Star-Gates 
interconnecting 6520 AD Higher Earth and present-day Lower Earth will open 
between 2012 and 2230 AD for potential “Slide” Ascension Passage by those of 
Lower Earth who can retain and awaken the genetic potential for biological 
Transfigurative Ascension Slide-Transmigration through the duration of the 
planetary environmental anomalies that will occur on Lower Earth from 2012 2013 
AD. For those who do not retain this genetic potential throughout the environmental 
changes of 2012 2013 AD, the option of Hosted Bhardoah Ascension spirit-passage 
will remain available till the end of the 2012 2230 AD period. Following 2230 AD, 
the primary Templar Star-Gates between Higher and Lower Earth will permanently 
close, and Ascension Passage from Lower Earth into the Higher Earth path of 
Eternal Life Higher Evolution will no longer be possible. 
 
The contemporary MCEO teachings are currently focused on assisting people of the 
Lower Earth territory to better understand the massive intergalactic drama within 
which their planet is ensnared, so that individuals may make more intelligent, 
informed Free Will Choices regarding the potentials of personal evolutionary destiny 
— before the environmental anomalies resulting from the “2012 planetary 
appointment with destiny” make those choices for them. The contemporary MCEO 
teachings will progressively assist individuals who so choose to prepare themselves 
for the realities of Transmigration via Star-Gate Ascension Passage, through which 
they may join the advanced eternal-life civilizations of the “future-time” 6520 AD 
Higher Earth Ascension Colony Welcome Stations. Such preparations will begin with 
fostering a personal communicative relationship of “Reciprocal Exchange Contact” 
between Lower Earth territory humans desiring Transmigration, and trained 
Guardians from the 6520 AD Higher Earth Center for the Advancement of 



Interdimensional Communication and related Guardian service organizations. 
 
“Reciprocal Exchange Contact” simply means that the Guardians will assist and 
interact with only those humans who desire this contact — and who demonstrate 
this desire by being willing to work with the MCEO teachings the Guardians have 
provided — to develop skill in Keylontic Communication, and to engage the Bio-
regenesis healing that is biologically required for Genuine Star-Gate Ascension 
Passage. The Guardians will reciprocate the degree of effort and sincerity put forth 
by the human contact; they do not intend to “play our saviors,” but will gladly 
assist us in “saving ourselves” from mass evolutionary events that we might 
personally choose to avert if we were empowered to know the difference. The 
choices are ours; the Guardians’ intention is to empower us with the knowledge 
through which we can make our choices wisely. Through understanding the 
historical and contemporary origins of the MCEO teachings, we are presented with 
the opportunity to make more informed Free Will Choices, as our species’ 
“Collective Time of Evolutionary Reckoning” unfolds and we engage our long-
awaited “appointment with destiny” at the end of 2012. 
 
Information on Reciprocal Exchange Contact, advanced Bio-regenesis and preparing 
for Transmigration Ascension will be found in our forthcoming book, 2012  Life 
After Earth: Orb Whisperers and the Silver Seed Awakening, due for release late 
summer 2010. New information on the “2012 appointment with destiny,” the 
Illuminati Master Plan & Atlantean Death Sciences, and the Guardians’ 
“Ascension-Sliders Load-Out Mission” is found in Introductory-Topics 
Summary-2.   
 
 
With Love, Light and Awareness ⋯ and a “Sprinkling of Stardust” ⋯ 
A’sha Deane  MCEO Speaker-1 
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